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Vision

“Empowering the Marginalized”

To promote inclusive society enabling every individual to enjoy basic human rights irrespective of
gender, race or religion.
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What is
Accountability

Accountability is a way to make organizations accountable
to their actions  and operate efficiently and responsibly

Which word is a synonym for accountability? Feasibility
Responsibility
Reliability

A The fact or condition of being accountable
B The fact or quality of being notable

C Liability or tendency to change

Best definition for accountability



Why Accountability is
important/significant

Leads to an improvement

Leads to the generation of positive changes within the organization

Produce more positive results and defined outcomes

Build more trust and confidence in service delivery

Leads to an enhanced effectiveness in operation of the organization



 
Our Communities we work with

Government
Civil Societies

Donors /funders
employees /volunteers

 

Who we are accountable to

towards various stakeholders 

 These are included but not limited to



Identify your project – in terms of expected outcomes and understanding of team behaviour

Inspect what you expect- Double check and ensure of resources and processes to see
expectations are being met  

Intervene and lead by example/walk the talk – ensure your team's behavior is consistent and
upto date knowledge about program

Include community and beneficiaries throughout the process /project

How to increase Accountability within our
organization



Key points 

for

Accountability Reporting

This is ongoing process , intervene early

This is collective actions , involve team

This is significant for your organization, be specific and clear to the point , 
 What , how and when happened 

Record keeping, invoice, pictures, messages and impact stories

Produce log frame for your project
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